
Beach Nourishment Magnitudes and Trends in the U.S.

INTRODUCTION

Beach nourishment programs are a series of constructions
that periodically place beach-compatible sand in the nearshore
to compensate for a net deficit of sand in a given beach system.
Beach nourishment is advantageous over other methods of
coastal protection (e.g. coastal structures) because it preserves
the aesthetic and recreational values of protected beaches by
replicating the protective characteristics of natural beach and
dune systems and generaly benefits rather than impacts adjacent
beaches and 2003; , 2003).

This paper briefly describes the most significant beach
nourishment programs in the U.S. with emphasis on volumes
placed on the beaches and construction volume per unit length
of beach. Nourishment design practices are briefly presented
followed by a historical perspective and a brief volumetric and
economic analysis of beach nourishment trends in the U.S.

Several nourishment types and approaches are practiced
around the world. Nourishments can generally be distinguished
by location and methods of fill placement, design strategies, and
techniques, and fill densities (NRC 1995; 2002;

2002). Types of nourishment according to placement of
the fill include dune nourishment; nourishment of subaerial
beach (berm); profile nourishment (subaerial and submerged);
and bar or shore face nourishment (submerged fill).

Beach nourishment projects generally have two
components, a design (targeted) beach template, and advanced
fill needed to maintain the design beach during the post-
nourishment interval. Both components are placed at the same
time in a construction template that is usually steeper than the
natural beach (Figure 1).

The design beach is generally determined by an iterative
process that evaluates costs and benefits as a function of width
and goals of the nourishment program. Advanced fill is often
designed to minimize annual costs of the periodic nourishment.
Technical and economic considerations that should be taken
into account when implementing nourishment programs along
a discrete segment of coastline include (NRC, 1995,

, 2003): (1) establishing baselines and objectives; (2)
determining costs and benefits; (3) searching for borrow
sources and evaluating the suitability of borrow location and
materials; (3) testing available theory and techniques that form
the basis for design and prediction of project performance; (4)
quantifying design fill, advanced fill and defining the
construction template; (5) constructing initial nourishment

projects; (6) monitoring initial projects; (7) validating
preliminary assumptions; (8) identifying design strengths and
deficiencies; (9) developing design refinements; (10)
developing and maintaining a public awareness program; (11)
basing decision making on whether to renourish on monitoring
data and/or design expectations and (12) improving initial
design processes in the design of the subsequent
renourishments.

There are two distinct approaches to beach nourishment
design on the U.S., (1) the Federal design process and (2) non-
federal design process by private companies that are
constructed by local governments and owners. The essential
difference between these two approaches is that Federal
projects have standardized design that follows the guidelines of
the Coastal Engineering Manual 2002). While locally
constructed projects follow similar design approaches they can
be more flexible and are largely based on adaptive management
approaches.

The performance of the nourished beach is affected by the
textural properties of the sand used to nourish the beach.
Procedures to evaluate compatibility between native and
borrow sands date back to the works of and
(1965; 1975 and SPM, 1984). These methods evaluate
sand textural differences by the use of empirical parameters: the
overfill factor (RA) and the renourishment factor (RJ). The
overfill parameter (RA) addresses differences in grain size and
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Beach nourishment is the preferred method of coastal protection n the U.S. mainly because it preserves the aesthetic
and recreational values of protected beaches by replicating the protective characteristics of natural beach and dune
systems. The U.S. has more than 200 nourished areas and since the 1920s has placed about half a billion m of
sediments on its beaches. This paper describes the beach nourishment practices in the U.S.And presents an overview
of the most significant nourishment programs across the country. Emphasis is given to volumes placed on the
beaches and construction volume per unit lengths of beach. Most of the nourishments in the Pacific coast consisted in
the use of beneficial sediments (opportunity nourishments) while the East coast nourishments were triggered by the
need for shore protection from storms and hurricanes. In the U.S., Initial construction of beach nourishment projects
range from 150 to 600 m /m. As a general trend it was observed that volume magnitude decreased from North to
south on the Atlantic coast, and from the Atlantic to Gulf coast. Since the U.S. started to nourish its beaches in the
early 1930s about 9.2 million m of sediments per year have been placed on U.S.
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Figure 1. Typical components of a beach nourishment.
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Campbell and Benedet

sorting between borrow and native beach sediments. The
overfill parameter predicts the volume of borrow material
necessary to produce an identical unit of fill material (the same
grain size as the native beach sand). The renourishment
parameter (RJ) relates to the finer borrow material's greater
susceptibility to suspension and transport to estimate
renourishment needs.

The overfill and renourishment factor (Ra and Rj)
parameters are primarily based on the textural properties (grain
size and sorting) of native beaches and sediment borrow areas
and therefore they do not incorporate most of the physics and
complexities of each coastal system into the design process.
Recent work conducted by (1991, 2000, 2002) suggest
performance based analysis in lieu of RA and RJ to estimate
beach fill volumetric requirements and performance. Present
design approaches to beach nourishment favor the use of
equilibrium profile considerations, (Dean's method to
determine compatibility of borrow source and beach
sediments), and beach fill performance analysis. Fill
performance analysis includes analytical methods or numerical
modeling of cross-shore and longshore transport processes.

The Dean Equilibrium profile method (see 1991,
2002) suggest that sand of a specific grain size will take a certain
shape at equilibrium that is concave upward as the profile
transitions offshore from the shoreline to the sand depth of
closure. The finer the grain size, the flatter the offshore profile.
Analysis of the initial performance of a fill project can thus be
based on the process of returning the system to equilibrium. For
beach nourishment design, it is important to accurately estimate
the dry beach width that results after initial profile equilibration.
For example, when compared to native beaches, finer sands will
produce milder slopes and generate non-intersecting profiles
resulting in narrower dry beach. Coarser sands will exhibit
steeper slopes and generate intersecting profiles, and similar
sands will replicate the natural beach profile (Figure 2).
Intersecting profiles (coarser sands) translate to greater
subaerial beach volumes per m of sand placed on the beach,
while nonintersecting (finer sands) and submerged profiles
(similar sands) are characterized by a distribution of the fill
across the beach profile and therefore less subaerial beach area
per m of fill placed.

There are two dominant processes to the design and
performance of most beach nourishment projects: cross-shore
profile equilibration, and lateral spreading of fill material to
adjacent beaches (NRC 1995; 2002). Other processes
that may account for losses of sediment from the active beach
system include: relative sea level rise and background erosion,
loss of sediments to expanding tidal inlets
2003), overwash processes on barrier islands and

2003) and planform adjustments of headland bay
beaches.

Numerical models may be used to predict cross-shore
responses of nourished profiles to storms and alongshore

transport of fill sediments (e.g. and 1989;
and 1989). Application of these models

should consider the capabilities and limitations of each model.
Lateral spreading is generally predicted by analytical methods
that relate fill length and grain size to fill spreading rates (e.g.

2002) or by numerical shoreline modeling (e.g.
and 1989). Analytical equations that include
background erosion and spreading of sand (diffusion) can give
good preliminary engineering quantity estimates and overall
gross quantity estimates. Numerical models can predict
segment specific erosion rates within the boundaries of the
nourished area and can be used to design erosion control
structures for hot spots or to control end losses.

Renourishment designs should consider post-nourishment
monitoring data to refine renourishment needs and calibrate
predictions. Monitoring is important because the performance
of a sand starved beach (pre-nourishment), which is commonly
used for model calibration can differ significantly from the
sand-rich beach system. The beach nourishment can perform
significantly different from the native beach when there is a
change in grain size or a change in the nature of the shoreline
(hard to soft). When long-term (e.g. more than 10 years)
monitoring data is available for a nourishment program the
prediction of future nourishment needs should be based
primarily on the analysis of the measured total erosion (versus
net erosion) of the nourished beach. Good monitoring data of
nourishment performance allows optimization of volumetric
requirements.

The U.S. coastal protection strategies evolved during the
20th century from coastal structure (groins and seawalls) to
beach nourishments. Earlier nourishments were generally fills
of opportunity from navigation dredging. From the 1970's on
major nourishments were constructed to address erosion, storm
protection and recreation. The following is a compilation of
information derived from a number of sources and includes
programs on theAtlantic, Pacific and Gulf of Mexico.

The New England Coastal segment (Maine, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island) has little past
experience with beach nourishment with few small projects that
consist mostly of the beneficial use of channel maintenance
dredging material.
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Figure 2. Intersecting and non-intersecting profiles as
suggested by (1991).DEAN

Figure 3. Sea Bright before (top) and after (bottom)
construction of the 1995 nourishment.
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Beach Nourishment in the U.S.

The North Atlantic Coast (New York, New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland).

To support the recreational needs of large metropolitan
populations, the states of New York and New Jersey have
extensive beach nourishment histories including the first large
project built in the nation in the early 1920's (Coney Island).

Most large NY projects are Federal projects built and
maintained by the (e.g. 1964, 1973, 1993).
Total volumes dredged onto NY beaches since the 1920s is
estimated to be 80 x 10 of sediments from both offshore and
channel maintenance sources. Continuing nourishment
programs in New York include Rockaway Beach, Gilgo Beach,
Coney Island and Jones Beach.

The earliest beach nourishment project constructed in New
York (and in the country) is Coney Island. Since 1923 about 5.5
x m of sediments were placed on this metropolitan beach
( , 2003; 2003). Coney Island has a significant
number of coastal structures (groins, and jetties) that affect
nourishment performance.

The total volumes dredged onto New Jersey beaches since
the mid 1930s is estimated to 60 x m of sediments from both
offshore and channel maintenance sources. New Jersey
nourishment programs that have been maintained over the last
half of the 20th century include Ocean City (since 1950),
Atlantic City (since 1936) and Cape May (since 1962). During
the late 1980s to the present the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
undertook their largest beach nourishment project ever along
33.5 km of New Jersey coast (Sandy Hook to Barnegat Inlet).
The project is divided into two sections, Section I is 19.2 km
long extending from Sea Bright to Ocean Township and Section
II is 14.3 km long extending from Asbury Park to Manasquan
Inlet. Feasibility and design level studies for the project were
conducted during the late 1980s and early 1990s by a joint
venture between Coastal Planning & Engineering Inc. and URS
for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (e.g. and

1988).
The project was constructed in 5 different phases (e.g. Figure

6) and consisted of 15 x m of sediments in the initial
construction cycle 2003). Maintenance
renourishment of Phase I - Sea Bright to Monmouth Beach took
place from May to December 2002 and used about 1.5 x m
of sediments ( 2003) along 8.8 km of beach (about 174
x 10 m /m).

Along the Delaware coast there are several maintenance
dredging and storm erosion control projects (e.g. Indian River
Beach, Dewey Beach, Fenwick Island) that together account for
about 5 x m of sediments. There is a major nourishment
program in Maryland (Ocean City, Figure 4) where a total of 7.5
x m of sediments have been placed since it was
implemented in 1988. The Ocean City project was initially
constructed between 1988 and 1991, in two separate phases and
extended for about 11 km and 1993,

2003).
In Virginia, the City of Virginia Beach has maintained a

nourishment program since 1952 where small nourishments are
placed almost annually by a City owned dredge taking sand
from Rudee Inlet. Recently the City of Virginia Beach jointly
with the USACE Norfolk District prepared a 50 year storm
protection plan for the City. The project consists of a large initial
construction and periodic maintenance using about 750,000 m
in a 3 to 4 years renourishment interval. The initial construction
was completed inn 2002 when about 3 x m of sediments
were placed along approximately 9.6 km of beach
2003). Approximately 11 x m of sediments were placed on
Virginia Beach since the start of its nourishment program in
1952.

North Carolina has 20 nourished locations. Total volume of
sediments placed on North Carolina beaches since the 1950s is
almost 40 x m of sediments. The two largest nourishment
programs (in volume placed) are Carolina Beach and
Wrightsville beach 1983, 1988, 2003).

Wrightsville Beach for example received about 8.5 x m
since its initial nourishment in 1965. A good part of this volume
is (about 50%) from the maintenance dredging of Mansboro
Inlet.

In South Carolina there are 15 nourished areas that together
received about 20 x m of sediments since the late 1960s.
Relatively large nourishment projects along the SC shoreline
include Myrtle Beach, Folly Beach, Hunting Island and Hilton
Head Island. Over 5.5 x m of sand has been placed on the
beaches of Hilton Head Island since the 1970s and

1993; 1993). The two most recent nourishments
at Hilton Head Island were constructed in 1990 (1.8 x m
along 10.5 km of beach), and 1997 (1.7 x m along 11.5 km).

Georgia has two project areas, Tybee Island and Sea Island
that together received about 5.5 x m of sediments. Tybee
Island, located downdrift of the Savannah River, received about
4.0 x m of sediments during four different nourishment
events since 1975.

Florida is the most southern state of the U.S. and has an
Atlantic and a Gulf of Mexico facing coast. Florida has a very
active beach nourishment program. The Atlantic coast of
Florida has about 50 nourished areas that together received
almost 65 x m of sediments since the mid 1940s. Miami
Beach, built from 1978 to 1982 was the largest federal project
with about 9.2 x m of sediments along about 17 km of
shoreline. Miami Beach has had excellent performance since its
initial nourishment and has been documented in the literature
(NRC, 1995; 1992). Factors that contributed to the
success of the Miami beach project is the long length of the
nourished area (17 km), the relatively low wave energy of the
area, the relatively high fill density and the fact that the project
is contained between two terminal jetties at the north and south
ends.

Other major nourishment programs in the Florida Atlantic
Coast include Jacksonville Beach, Amelia Island, Brevard
County, Hutchinson Island, Jupiter Island, Town of Palm
Beach, Delray Beach, Boca Raton (North and South) beaches,
Pompano Beach/Lauderdale by the Sea and Hollywood Beach.
Delray Beach is an example of a successful and well monitored
beach nourishment program (Figure 11). Delray has been
maintained since 1973 with five periodic beach nourishment
projects using a total of 4.4 x m of sediments. Delray has
also been widely documented in the literature
1999; CPE, 2002; CPE, 2003) and currently contains a healthy
restored beach-dune system. The interval between
renourishment has been gradually increasing from 5 (initial
renourishment) to 10 years (last renourishment).
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Figure 4. Post construction beaches and Dune at Ocean City
Maryland. The beach protects billions of dollars in coastal
property and brings valuable tourism resources to the state.
(Picture obtained from www.mgs.md.gov.).
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U.S. Gulf Coast Nourishment Programs

U.S. Pacific Coast

The Florida Gulf coast (including the Panhandle) has about
30 nourishment programs that received about 38 million of
sediments since the 1960s. Large nourishment programs of the
Florida Gulf coast (over 2 x ) include Pensacola Beach,
Panama City Beach, Pinellas County beaches, Anna Maria
Island, Longboat Key, Venice Beach, Captiva Island and
Naples/Collier County. Florida Gulf coast programs employ a
combination of beneficial sands and offshore sand sources to
replenish beaches while most rely exclusively on offshore
sands. The largest project in this coastal reach is the Panama
City Beach project. Panama City had small nourishments in the
past (1970's and 1980's) that used beneficial materials from St.
Andrews Inlet. In 1999 a major nourishment project (the largest
single construction event on the Florida Gulf Coast) was
constructed along 28 km of beach with about 6.8 x m³ of
sediments.

Alabama has one major nourishment project constructed in
March 2001 at Gulf Shores. The Gulf Shore nourishment
project used about 1.6 million m of sediments along 5 km of
beach (www.coastalcoalition.org). Major nourishments in
Mississippi include a county-wide program at Harrison County
and a program that uses beneficial sediments (navigation) on
the beaches. The largest and longest program on the Mississippi
coast and perhaps one of the largest (by total volume placed
over the long term) on the U.S. Gulf coast is Harrison County.
Since 1952 about 7 x m of sediments have been placed
along about 40 km of coastline 2003).

contains a long shoreline composed of several
deltaic barrier islands, bays (Arcadian bays), a long chenier
plain and several major navigation channels (Figure 13). The
state has experienced the greatest land losses in the country in

the last few decades. The total volumes placed on Louisiana
barrier islands and beaches to date are in the range of 12 million
m of sediments. Grand Isle is the only federal nourishment
program constructed in the state since the mid 1950s by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (e.g. 1989).
But recently several projects have been constructed along
Louisiana's barrier islands and chenier plains with funding
provided by the Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection, and
Restoration Act (CWPPRA) (www.lacoast.gov) under the
supervision of the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources.
Most Louisiana modern barrier island nourishments
characteristically employ larger volumetric densities of mixed
sediments (sand and silt) due to the need to restore the front
(beaches and dunes) and the back barrier (marsh) compartments
simultaneously (e.g. Figure 6; Table 2).

has 60 nourished areas. Almost 85% of these projects
are small veneer fills, dune constructions and small
maintenance dredging projects that used less than 200,000 m of
sediments. The total amount of fill placed on Texas beaches to
date is almost 9 million m . The largest single construction event
that occurred in Texas took place in 1994 at South Padre Island.

The project was constructed with 1.2 million m of sediments
along 6.7 km of beach.

The Pacific coast is a highly curved coast with embayments
and headland bay beaches backed in many cases by high cliffs
(Figure 7). Pacific beaches may be composed of sand, gravels
and cobbles eroded from headlands and cliffs or transported by
fluvial processes. The Pacific coast is commonly attacked by
large (e.g. 30 ft high or more) long-period swells, while at the
Atlantic coast, low-period short-crested waves predominate at
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Figure 5. Delray beach before construction in 1973 where the
beach frequently overwashed the beachfront avenue (A1A), the
beach immediately after construction in 1973 and current beach
conditions in 2001 with a well-developed dune and a wide
subaerial beach characterizing the once severely eroded area.

Figure 6. Typical components of barrier island restoration projects in Louisiana illustrating the simultaneous fill of front and back barrier
segments.

Figure 7. Typical California headland bay beach system located
at about 34 km SW of Santa Rosa. The sandy beach in the
curved section of the embayment is replaced by ocean-fronting
cliffs in the downdrift straight section of the beach. Photograph
taken in 1993, courtesy of USGS.
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most of the year.
On the Pacific coast the use of 'sand of opportunity' (from

coastal constructions, channel maintenance and bypass
systems) predominates 1994). Most of the
nourishment activity in the Pacific coast takes place in southern
California. According to data presented by (1990)
and (1994), about 85% of the sand placed on the
California coast was delivered to southern California beaches
(Point Conception to the Mexican border). (1994)
describes that while there are many nourished areas in south
California, there are no projects in the Oregon Pacific coast and,
at the time of his writing (1994) and there was only one cobble
nourishment project on the Washington coast. The next
paragraphs briefly summarize the Pacific Coast nourishment

experience based mainly on the data presented by
(1990), (1994), and California Department of Boating
and Waterways (CDBW) and Coastal Conservancy (2002).

There are 25 nourishments/bypassing projects in the
California coast that placed more than 150 x cy of sediments
since the 1930s. The largest nourishments occurred from the
1940s to the 1960s as a byproduct of warfare (e.g. Sand Diego
Bay in 1946), construction of Ports (e.g. Port Heneume, Santa
Barbara Harbor, Long Beach/Los Angeles Harbor), sewage
treatment facilities and power plants (e.g. Hyperion facility for
the City of LosAngeles). The approximate size and quantities of
the 10 largest nourished areas in the California coast are
presented in Table 1.

Due to the very high densities initially placed in some of
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Table 1. Coastal segments that received the largest amount of sediments along the U.S. Pacific Coast. Numbers are approximate estimates
and were obtained from Wiegel (1994) and Clayton (1990) and verified for accuracy when possible.

Beach Volume

(m )
3

First Date Last Date Sediment Source

Between Coronado
and Silver strand

Heneume Beach and
Ormond Beach

El-Segundo,
Dockweiller to
St Monica Pier

East Beach, CA

Surfside-Sunset

Mc Grath Beach, CA

Oceanside, CA

Carlsbad State Park
(agua Hedionda)

Newport beach

26,078,850 1941 1988

25,489,800 1959 1987

23,638,500 1938 1988

13,637,650 1933 1987

12,555,180 1964 2001

11,260,800 1965 1987

10,056,600 1944 1983

7,200,945 1981 1993

6,081,750 1935 1973

Mainly dredging of Sand Diego Bay for the Navy during World War II.

Maintenance (from 1959 to 1987) and initial construction for the port
Heneume and Channels Islands.

Construction of the Hyperion facility and Marina del Rey construction and
maintenance.

Initial construction and maintenance of Santa Barbara Harbor.

Mostly construction and maintenance works at the naval weapons station
One offshore sand source.

Periodic maintenance of the Ventura Harbor from power plant (Sand Diego
Gas and Eletric Company).

Mostly Oceanside harbor construction and maintenance one trucking project.

Initial construction and annual dredging from power plant (Sand Diego
Gas and Eletric Company).

Newport Harbor construction/maintenance and St Anna river flood control
sediments.

Table 2. Initial construction densities on selected U.S. projects.

Beach/Project State Yer Volume (m )
3

Length (m) Density (m m)
3/

Type

Coney Island New York 1923 1,300,500 2,896 449 High

Mammoth to Long
Branch

New Jersey 1999 3,289,500,0 5,310,8 619 High

Shark River to
Manasquan Inlet

New Jersey 1999 2,371,500,0 4,989,0 475 High

Ocean City
Phases I and II

Maryland 1988-1991 4,403,520 11,265 391 Intermediate

Wrightsville Beach North Carolina 1965 1,751,636,9 4,267,20 410 High

Myrtle Beach SouthCarolina 1986 652,385 13000 50 Low

Hilton Head Island SouthCarolina 1990 1,800,000 10,500 167 Low

Tybee Island Georgia 1975 1,700,000 4,100 418 High

Miami Beach Florida Atlantic 1978 - 1982 9,200 17,000 543 High

Delray Beach Florida Atlantic 1973 1,250,000 4,270 293 Intermediate

Longboat Key Florida Gulf 1993 2,400,000 15,000 170 Low

Panama City Florida Gulf 1999 6,800,000 28,000 244 Intermediate

Gulf Shores Alabama 2001 1,600,000 5,000 330 Intermediate

Harrison County Mississippi 1952 5,300,000 40,000 130 Low

East Island

Trinity Island

Sonth Padre Island

El Segundo to Santa
Monica Pier

Torrey Pines

Louisiana

Louisiana

Texas

California

California

1999 - 2000

1999 - 2000

1994

1946 - 1948

2001

2,007,809

1,352,417

1,221,000

10,700,000

250,000

3,246

3,810

6,750

9,500

500

618,5

355,0

181

1,119

500

High

Intermediate

Low

High

High

Redondo Beach California 1964 1,070,000 2337 450 High



these areas, the maintenance nourishment demand in most
California coastal segments has been relatively low, but are
expected to increase in the near future as the sand is transported
out of the littoral system (e.g. to offshore Canyons). There has
been a significant reduction of sediment supply because many
rivers have been dammed reducing transport to the coast
contributing to increased nourishment requirements.
Initiatives to support beach maintenance in California are being
undertaken by regional/local organizations including the Beach
Erosion Authority for Control Operations and Nourishment
(BEACON) in Santa Barbara/Ventura Counties, the Los
Angeles County's Department of Beaches and Harbors and the
San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)
and 2002).

Two components characterize most nourishment projects,
(1) initial construction and (2) maintenance (advanced fill).
Initial construction has enough volumes to restore the beach to a
pre-determined design width and to provide enough sediment to
maintain that design condition till the next renourishment (in
the form of advanced fill). Subsequent renourishments will
ideally only need to provide maintenance sediments (advanced
fill) which are smaller 'volume densities' than initial
constructions. For comparison purposes, initial construction
volumes and total nourishment requirements for the design life
of the projects along selected U.S. projects are shown in Table 2.

Initial constructions in the U.S. usually employ unit volume
per unit length of beach that range from 150 /m to 650 /m
(table 2). The lower end usually characterize projects with low
volumes/unit length that are either designed for a short lifetime
(e.g. 4 years) or that require little initial volume to meet design
conditions and are usually located in relatively low wave energy
regimes. The higher end characterizes high volume/unit length
projects that require large initial volumes to meet the design
conditions (e.g. a 30 m design beach restored from a 5 m
existing beach). These projects are generally located in high
wave energy regimes that induce greater transport rates, deeper
depths of closure etc. Based on the analysis of volume per unit
length of constructed projects (Table 2) and previous
experience, the authors suggest division of initial construction
volumes into three basic categories (1) Low volumes (less than
200 /m); (2) Intermediate volumes (between 200 and 400

/m) and (3) High volumes (above 400 /m). A 'volumetric
scale' of initial constructions of beach nourishments as
proposed herein is useful mainly for interpretation and inter-
comparison of beach nourishment projects nation-wide and
world-wide.

Regional trends can be observed on the volumes presented
on table 2. From New York to North Carolina (NE coast)
construction volumes/unit length are generally in the 'High'
range (400 /m), South Carolina to Florida Atlantic
volumes/unit length are generally in the intermediate range
(200 to 400 /m) Gulf projects are generally in the Low to
Intermediate ranges, except for the state of Louisiana. Because
of the high rate of land loss in Louisiana, the need to restore back
and front of barrier islands (Figure 6), and a 20 year design
lifetime adopted statewide, the construction densities ( /m)
employed in the Louisiana Barrier islands are generally greater
than those employed in other Gulf coast projects. In California
high volumes/unit length (up to 1,000 /m) were employed in

the past as a byproduct of coastal constructions (opportunity
nourishments).

Because the 'healthy' beach template (design template) is
restored in initial constructions, subsequent renourishments
will generally need to add only maintenance fill (advanced fill)
to the project area in order to maintain the existing design
template for the renourishment cycle. Hot spots are high erosion
areas within a project that exhibit higher losses than the adjacent
areas. When hot spot development is observed the initial beach
design conditions may be violated and subsequent
renourishments will, in addition to maintenance fill, require
extra sand to address the high erosion rates of hot spot areas.

Generally renourishment projects will require smaller unit
volume per beach length than initial constructions. For
example, in New Jersey the Sea Bright to Monmouth project
employed a volume per unit length in the range of 750 /m for
its initial construction. The first renourishment, of the same
beach area, was recently codanstructed and used a volume per
unit length in the range of 175 /m 2003),
significantly less than the initial construction. Maintenance
requirements for beach fill are better expressed in total volume
per year ( /yr) or total volume per unit length per year
( /m/yr). As an example, a comparison of these requirements
observed on a few selected U.S. projects is shown in Table 3.

Maintenance volumes from the projects shown in table 3
ranges from 15.5 /m/yr to 25 /m/yr with general decreasing
trends from north to south, and from Atlantic to Gulf coasts.
While initial constructions densities in the 300-400 /m are
common (table 2) maintenance densities usually range between
50 and 200 /m. Renourishment rates for U.S. projects are
typically in the range of 5% per year (or less) of the initial
nourishment volume.

There appears to be three distinct approaches to planning and
implementing renourishments in the U.S. , which are: (1)
rebuild the original template periodically replacing lost sand;
(2) replace lost sand and overbuild hot spot areas to address
higher erosion rates and (3) use erosion control structures to
reduce high erosion areas within the project. Approach (1) uses
the least amount of sand but often leaves high erosion areas (hot
spots) vulnerable to storm damage during part of the post
nourishment time period. Approach 2 uses the most sand but
provides uniform protection for the entire project for the full
nourishment lifetime. This approach results in an increase in net
volume in the project area over time. Approach (3) provides
uniform protection and moderate amounts of sand. The amount
of structures built in this approach should be based in littoral
budget analysis and annual cost comparisons (e.g.
and 2001).

Compilation of data from various sources (see references and
acknowledgements) indicate that the total volumes placed on
the beach by works of man (including several different types of
nourishments) since the early 1930s are in the order of half a
billion of sediments (Table 4). . (2003)
estimated that about 1 billion of sediments were removed
from America's beaches by the works of man (river damming,
sediment disposal offshore, seawalls inhibiting cliff erosion
etc.) in the last century which would be an average annual rate
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Table 3. Used and predicted maintenance volumes for selected U.S. Projects.

State Beach/Project Project
Length*

Volume per Year

(m /yr)
3

Volume per length
per year (m3/m/yr)

Period Type

New York Sea Bright to
Mammoth

8,800 214,000 24 1995 - 2001 Renourishment
volumes

Maryland Ocean City 11,200 240,000 23,5 1992 - 2002 Renourishment
volumes

Virginia Virginia Beach 9,600 77,000 19 Anticipated by
design

Florida
Atlantic

Delray Beach 4,200 96,000 22 Renourishment
volumes

Florida Gulf Captiva Island 7,400 116,000 15,5 1989 - 1996 Renourishment
volumes

N/A

2002 - 1978



of 10 x m³/yr. This would suggest that beach nourishment to
date have made up about half of the deficit caused by the works
of man (Figure 8). It is worth noting that both
(2003) estimates and the total number presented herein are not
exact numbers, but provide good ballpark estimates of the
coastal program inAmerica.

Based on this study an average of 9.2 x of sand have
been placed on U.S. beaches each year over the last 70 years.

Because more beaches are being restored every year the U.S.
is experiencing a time period where the rate of beach
nourishment is accelerating as we continue to make up for the
long term deficit. We could expect nourishment volumes to
significantly increase over the next 25 years (double of triple the
historic average) and then stabilize or lower as renourishments
dominate (Figure 7). If we assume the worst case scenario
(triple the historic average annual volume), at today's cost of
about U$ 12 per , the U.S. program costs can be projected at
U$ 330 million per year. The federal share of these costs at 65%
would be U$ 215 million per year. Is this a good investment for
the country?

(2001) demonstrated that Florida's beaches create
about $16 billion in property values in the state, almost 250
thousand jobs and $4.7 billion in payrolls. The Florida beaches
contribute 320.6 million in local government revenues, $260

It can be seen that federal revenues derived from only the state
of Florida beaches return almost double the revenue invested by
the Federal Government in a nation-wide beach nourishment
program. Based on this analysis the Federal Beach
Nourishment Program would be cost effective even if the
historic rate of nourishment were to triple.

Beach nourishment is currently the most practiced method of
coastal protection and restoration in the United States. Over the
last few decades, beach nourishment design has evolved from
simple 'dredge and placement' projects, to comprehensive
designs that consider the physical complexities of coastal
systems.

Beach nourishment volumes/unit length varies significantly
with coastal regime. Based on projects presented herein we
propose a classification of volume per unit length of beach into
three categories (1) High - above 400 /m; (2) Intermediate -
Between 200 /m to 400 /m and (3) Low - below 200 /m.
The classification of beach nourishment projects as a function
of volume per unit length should be useful for inter-
comparisons of project magnitude worldwide and analysis of
trends.

Of the 1 billion of sediments removed from America's
beaches by works of man 2003) it is estimated that
about half a billion of sediments were 'returned' by
nourishments resulting in a net sediment deficit of about half a
billion of sediments. Since the U.S. started to nourish its
beaches in the early 1930s an average 9.2 x of sediments
per year have been placed on its beaches.

The investments in coastal restoration in the last few decades
have been low compared to the benefit that U.S. beaches
generate to the economy (coastal property values, local-state
and federal Taxes, tourism, recreation etc.) and the ecological
and cultural value of U.S. Beaches.

"Beach nourishment is a journey, not a destination"
2003) and successful beach nourishment

programs are not created by single construction events, but
rather a program of periodic constructions that maintain a stable
beach system for the long-term.

The authors wish to thank Charles Finkl, Editor-in-Chief of
the Journal of Coastal Research and our colleague at Coastal
Planning & Engineering Inc. for his critical reviews and
suggestions. We would like to thank Anthony Ciorra from the
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Virginia Beach Public Works/Beach Management section, Tom
Jarret from Coastal Planning & Engineering North Carolina
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Engineering Department, Robert Weaver from the Harrison
County-Mississipi Engineering/Sand Beach department,
Andrew McInnes from the Texas A&M University and the
Louisiana Department of Natural resources for their support
and assistance providing invaluable data to the development of
this work.
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Table 04. Estimated total nourishment volumes for the U.S.

State Total Volume

80,000,000New York

60,000,000New Jersey

5,000,000Delaware

7,000,000Maryland

11,000,000Virginia

40,000,000North Carolina

20,000,000South Carolina

5,500,000Georgia

65,000,000Florida Atlantic

38,000,000Florida Gulf

1,600,000Alabama

8,000,000Mississippi

12,000,000Louisiana

9,100,000Texas

180,000,000California

642,200,000Total
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